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From the Management Team
It’s hard to believe that Term 3

children pre-Canvas would

conversation about some

is coming to a close and that it

centre around how their day

positive written feedback from

has been just eight weeks

was, what they had been up to

a teacher or some that

since we embarked on our

and how they were going. Let’s

suggests an area of growth.

journey with Canvas, our new

just say that my vague

Learning Management System.

questions were met with vague

These conversations have

Sta have certainly embraced

answers.

been far clearer, more

the system and have been role

meaningful and ones that are

models with their own learning

By using Canvas I have been

more informed than previously.

of something new. Of course, it

able to have much deeper and

is always an easier investment

more speci c conversations.

While we are not the perfect

when we see a purpose to our

For example, I was able to see

family and I am not a perfect

learning; teachers are no

the cover page of my

user of Canvas by any stretch, I

exception to this rule.

daughter’s English unit and we

have been heartened both as a

discussed the creepy image of

parent as well as an

How are you going as a Canvas

the clown, the horror unit she

administrator at just what

user?

was involved with and whether

Canvas is bringing us from a

she was enjoying it. We have

feedback perspective. We are

As a parent of two children at

been able to chat about

conscious that it has the

Endeavour, I have noticed one

upcoming due dates and try to

potential to seem a bit Big

major change. That is the

plan together a little more

Brotherish if used to monitor

quality of conversation I am

strategically how everything

our children. It can easily be

having with my children about

might t around sport, other

perceived as a way of watching

their learning as a result of

out of school activities, their

over our children; however,

using Canvas. Typically, the

social lives and home chores. I

used well, it is a wonderful

conversations I had with my

have been able to initiate a

feedback tool which has the

/

power to enrich our

more informed than ever

conversations, deepen learning

before of what learning looks

and empower our children to

like for your children.

Peter Pearse
Deputy Principal

If you need any help logging in,

Listen to advice and accept

don’t hesitate to call us on

instruction, that you may gain

I hope you too are enjoying the

8368 3311 or follow the help

wisdom in the future. Proverbs

bene ts of Canvas as a

provided on the Parent Portal

19:20

feedback tool and that you feel

page located on our website.

share with us their journey
through school.

/

COVID-19 Update
School Holidays and
End of Year Events
As we head into the school
holidays, and then our nal
term, we are grateful that some
of the restrictions around
COVID have been lifted,
including interstate travel to
many states.
Parents/caregivers are
reminded to ensure that,
should you and your family
travel interstate, you comply
with SA Health regulations in
regard to appropriate
quarantine requirements on
your return as required.
Term 4 is a busy and important
term for our students with
several camps, Year 12 nal
day activities, nal exams,
Valedictory Service and Final
Year services for Senior and
Middle Years’ students. We

want this time to be an

requirements, limiting attendee

opportunity to nish the year in

numbers, provision of hand

a positive and safe way, and to

sanitiser at entrances.

also have capacity to celebrate

• To reduce risks, please do not

the achievements of students

share food and drinks, maintain

in 2020.

good hand hygiene, and use
non-contact greetings

To enable this to happen, you

• To enable us to comply with

are encouraged to please

capacity requirements, please

continue to observe the

respond to any requests to

following SA Health guidelines

provide names and contact

around both attendance at

numbers for those attending

school and to events in the

events as part of RSVP

nal term.

information.

• Any person (child / student,

Unfortunately, we are unable to

sta member, or family

include parents/caregivers at

member) who is unwell or

any of the following events due

symptomatic (even mildly)

to the COVID restrictions:

must not attend the school or
any associated event.

Final Year 12 Assembly

• Our events include

October 23

recommended measures to

Final Senior Years’

reduce the risks of COVID-19

Service

for example: adhering to SA

Final Middle Years’

Health social distancing

Service

December 2
December 7

/

requirements of patrons

We continue to remain positive

We do anticipate recordings of

attending and you are asked to

about what we can do and look

these events will be made

comply with any requirements

forward to an enjoyable nal

available to parents/caregivers.

as part of their COVID Safe

term for 2020.

The Valedictory Service will be

Management Plan. More

held at the Entertainment

information regarding

Thank you for your on-going

Centre and has the capacity to

requirements will be

support,

cater for the families of Year 12

communicated closer to the

students. The Entertainment

date.

Centre will have speci c

Heather Vogt
Principal

/

Important Dates
Term 4
Week 1
Monday 12 October
First Day of Term 4
Friday 16 October
SSSSA Mountain Biking
Excursion
Week 2
Monday 19 October Thursday 22 October
Year 9 Girls Camp
Monday 19 October
Stage 2 Language Oral
Examinations
Learning Conversations Year 711 3:30pm-8:00pm

Tuesday 20 October
SAPSASA District Athletics
Stage 2 Language Oral
Examinations
Wednesday 21 October
SACSA Netball
Friday 23 October
Year 12 Final Day - Year 12s
dismissed at lunchtime

Diary Dates
Wednesday 28 OCtober
Music 'Come and Try' Night
4:30pm-6:30pm

Valedictory Service

Tuesday 8 December
Final Day of Term 4

O ce Holiday
Opening Hours
Holidays
Monday 28 September - Friday
9 October
O ce Open
Monday-Friday 9:00am12:00pm

School Calendar can be viewed
on the Edumate Student and
Parent Portals.

Wednesday 18 November

/

Ministry
15 years ago, my wife and I got

let alone the ups and downs of

something hard, face

married with an absolutely

life – encounter.

something challenging, we

beautiful wedding text:

Marriage is hard. Marriage is

show courage, but more than

“Glorify the Lord with me, let us

di cult. But a good marriage is

that, I believe that when we do

exalt his name together.”

worth the hard times, the

so we actually glorify God. And

(Psalm 34:3)

di culty, the struggle.

when we get help from others,

It was, to us, inspiring,

do it with others, we exalt God

encouraging, and set a hope

This is true of life also. The

for an amazing future.

great things of life are rarely
easy. They take hard work.

together.
Why?

Unfortunately, (or fortunately?)

They especially take courage –

we missed some of the verses

one of our Endeavour Way

Because when we do so it

nearby, that may have given us

values. It requires courage to

means we have to have faith –

a more accurate picture of why

face hard things, di cult tasks,

faith in ourselves and what is

this psalm was written, and

uncertain futures. But it is

inside of us – which honours

what was going on for the

worth it.

God who made us, and faith in

person who wrote it.

God, that God will help us by
Term 4 includes things like

His Holy Spirit.

The verses around it have

exams, preparing to leave

words like: a iction, fear, and

school, preparing to go up a

May you have the courage to

trouble.

year level, preparing for a new

face things that can be di cult,

career, preparing for a new

knowing that facing di cult

role.

things is worth it, and knowing

These are words that every
person who lives through the
ups and downs of marriage –

that by doing so you are
I believe that every time we

expressing faith, and praising

face something new, face

God.

/

Pastor
Blessings,

Chris Mann

/

Vision for Learners
Learning
Conversations Term
4
Our nal Learning
Conversations evening for
2020 will be occurring on
Monday 19th October from
3.30pm until 8pm. This is an
excellent opportunity for
parents/caregivers and
students to meet with subject
teachers to discuss progress
and learning goals for the
remainder of the year. Parents
and caregivers who have been
accessing their student/s
results on Canvas will be well
placed to know if they want to
make bookings. Individual
subject teachers will also be
requesting parents/caregivers
to book time slots. This
information, along with further
booking information, will be
emailed to parents and

caregivers early in the rst

term to ensure their ongoing

week of next term. If you do not

progress and improvement.

wish to attend in person, you
are encouraged to make

I encourage you to take full

contact directly with the

advantage of this opportunity

subject teacher using phone or

for us to work together to

email to arrange a time to talk

ensure the success of all

via phone.

students.

Please keep this date free in

Sandra Barry
Director of Learning

your diary and have a
conversation with your student
about their successes and
challenges throughout the
year. The continuous feedback

Flinders University
Pathway

provided to students and

Flinders University is o ering a

parents by having access to

new Year 11 grades admission

results on Canvas should prove

pathway and Preference

a valuable starting point. From

Counselling online. Important

there, conversations can really

information to note:

develop about what students
are learning in classes, what

You'll need to apply to

they have enjoyed, their

SATAC before 30

achievements and what they

September 2020

would like to do in the coming

Complete the online form
by 25 September 2020

/

Conditional o ers sent

career options, course

am - 5:30 pm Monday to Friday.

from 23 October 2020

selection, pathway options,

More information can be found

onwards

how to apply, and much more.

at:

You can also watch our on-

https://www. inders.edu.au/ye

At the online Year

demand presentations and

ar12

12 Preference Counselling

head to the networking lounge

you'll have the opportunity to

to chat online to student

nd out more about your

advisors. This is available 10

Annie Fitridge
Pathways Learning Leader

/

Around the College
Endeavour College on Friday of

Endeavour’s Readers
and Writers Week

the same week, this time for
our Year 11 students. The older

Week 8 of Term 3 was

students were equally taken by

Endeavour’s Readers and

her mesmerising spoken

Writers Week. Instead of

poetry and agreed afterwards

joining the Nations’ Book

that her stories were “epic”.

Week, as in previous years, we

Wednesday was Dress-up Day

decided to go our own way in

and both students and sta

2020. The whole week was
booked out with literary
activities and was a real pageturner! The celebrations of
words, books, stories, and
language were launched on
the Monday with the GREAT
/ small debate on the Mall
Stage. Though the battle was
erce, the mighty student
team, Ryan Tang, Jemma
Weiss, and Joel Davidson were
punstoppable. With pugilistic
verbosity they outwitted the
sta team and convinced
everybody that size, indeed,
does matter.

came dressed up as their
On Tuesday 8th September our

favourite character. A gallery of

entire Year 8 cohort had the

ctional celebrities graced us

great privilege to meet and

on the day; the libearians were

workshop with Manal Younus,

there, and so was Harry Potter,

South Australian based author,

Ciri from The Witcher, and

speaker and poet. Manal was

Katnis Everdeen from The

shortlisted for Young Australian

Hunger Games. Even the entire

of the Year in 2016 and has

cast from The Great Gatsby

performed her stunning

were among the plethora of

spoken word poetry around

characters celebrating the

Australia and internationally.

Roaring 20s.

Our students were moved and
inspired by her performance,
and in workshops had a go at
composing their own poetry.
Manal again performed at

/

There was an organised

Teams were able to choose

regime of shortlisting until the

from four disciplines for the

nal winner was decided, Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone. Hunger Games came a
close second followed by
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory.
Throughout the day there were

The week was an epic success.

reports of glimpses in the

The planning of a sequel is on

crowd of Wallies and Wendies

the editor’s desk and will be

but we couldn’t nd the

released in 2021.

Principal or Deputy Principal
anywhere, nor any other
members of the College

Annicka Adolphi
English Learning Leader

Management Team. Thor was
sighted photocopying some
Geography worksheets... On

Catherine Barnes
Teacher Librarian

Long Term Challenge and
were given six weeks to plan,
research and implement a 5
minute video submission with
limited assistance from
teachers, parents or peers.
Students were encouraged to
explore possibilities and
experiment with ideas in order
to produce their best possible
solution. The student’s nal
performance required them to
communicate their solution to
a panel of judges in a creative
and original way.

Thursday 10th September, the
fabulous Jack Heath
(bestselling author of more
than 25 acclaimed ction titles
for middle-years students and

Tournament of
Minds

young adult readers) zoomed in

On Sunday 13 September,

from Canberra (COVID-style)

three enthusiastic yet nervous

for a full day of activities with

Endeavour teams entered the

all Year 9 English students. The

Tournament of Mind

week also signalled the end of

competition. This annual event

the Premier’s Reading

o ers each team the

Challenge for 2020. This year

opportunity to solve authentic,

Most impressively, Team 3

was our most successful yet

open ended challenges that

with 233 students completing

received a Merit, which put

foster creative, divergent

them in the top 5% of the

the Challenge, our most

thinking whilst developing

state! I encourage parents and

successful year level was Year

collaborative, enterprise and

extended members of the

7 with 114 student

teamwork. Due to Covid-19

community to congratulate the

completions. Across the week,

restrictions the challenges

teams who worked incredibly

all students had the

were submitted online and

hard to receive the results they

opportunity to vote for

judging was done externally at

achieved.

Endeavour’s favourite book.

/

Catherine Noack
Enrichment Leader

Tournament of
Minds - Student
Re ections
2020 saw the second year of

performing them live, at
Flinders University.
We have recently received
news that Team 3, (my team)
was in the top 5% of the state
and should go to nationals this
year, if they are online.

Endeavour College
participating in the Tournament

It was a great experience and

of Minds competition.

we look forward to next year’s
Tournament of Minds.

Bogdan Novakovic
Year 8 Student

with a solution to this

Again in 2020, Tournament of

discipline. All three teams had

Minds took place where
students are presented with a
challenge based around
problem solving and critical
The challenge statement this
year was that “a group of
mysterious people nd a
mysterious object in a
mysterious place”. This lead us
to create ideas and solutions
ranging from, child exploitation
in a mine, a wormhole leading
to a new world and a
mysterious asteroid that
absorbs Carbon Dioxide. The
chosen genre of all three
teams this year was ‘social
sciences’. We worked hard over
the course of weeks and this

As teams we had to come up

thinking. Only, this year this
was quite di erent. In response
to the Covid-19 pandemic,
Tournament was changed this
year. Other years there were
multiple disciplines (the arts,
STEM, social sciences and
language literature) with
di erent challenges, but this
year there was one challenge
that had to be interpreted in

extraordinary discovery in a
way that re ected our chosen
di erent and unrelatable ideas
that were discovery of a
wormhole, a response to child
exploitation and an element
that will absorb excess carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. All
teams had a lot of fun using
thinking and problem solving
skills to come to an answer
over 6 weeks. It was a great
and will always be a great
experience.

Jack Wake-Dyster
Year 8 Student

di erent ways. It was based
around an extraordinary
discovery that a group of
random people found.

year (due to COVID-19), we
lmed our entries instead of

/

Year 9 Band
Connected Schools
Tour

Lacey Hitchenor
Year 9 Student

On Friday 11 September and

Endeavour College
joins with
Connected Schools
– Virtual Reality
Experience Day

Wednesday the 23 September
the Year 9 Band visited Good
Shepherd Lutheran Primary
School and St Paul’s Lutheran
Primary School to perform

As part of the College

some of the pieces that we

Enrichment Program, students

have learnt in our band this

joined with liked minded

year. We started the concert

students from the Connected

with ‘My Favourite Things’ from

Schools for a day of virtual

The Sound of Music, followed

reality world experiences,

by the Simpsons Theme, a

construction and learning.

medley from Seussical the

Here is one re ection on the

Musical, the Mission

day.

Impossible and Pirates of the
Caribbean theme songs and a
‘50s Rockabilly piece called
Zoot Suit Riot.

Between performing our
pieces, we demonstrated the
di erent instruments in the
band and asked many
questions to the children. They
asked questions of us as well
and it was quite enjoyable to
hear all the amazing questions
and answers they had for us.
We even got asked to play
another one of our pieces
again so they could dance on
the way out at the end of the
performance. We hope that the
children at Good Shepherd and
St Paul enjoyed listening to us
play and are inspired to try to
learn an instrument at their
school or in the future.

A group of ve students from
Years 7 and 8, including myself,
were able to go on an
excursion to Lumination in Kent
Town for a fun, VR based day of
learning around environmental
sustainability. In teams and
separately, we were able to use
software such as CoSpaces to
create a VR world that was a
game or story on our chosen
topic within the eld of
environmental sustainability. I
chose to look at the chemistry
of ocean acidi cation and its
e ects on the environment. In
the end, I made a story in VR
that lets readers know about
what issues ocean acidi cation

/

also able to take the

Masterpiece VR, journey into

opportunity to enjoy immersive

the Amazon rainforest or swim

VR (IMVR) in a short, fun game.

with sharks. It was a really fun

We had the choice to create

experience that I feel lucky to

whatever we wanted in

have been a part of.

Jack Wake-Dyster
Year 8 Student

/

Middle Years
Welcome to High
School Evening
And We’re O !
While it may feel like the end of
the year is rapidly approaching,
we are also very much thinking
about beginnings. Last week,
we o cially welcomed into the

see them will be on their
Transition Day in November,
when they spend a day with us
exploring the campus and
building connections.

Louisa Mulligan
Director of Middle Years

Endeavour community our new

I enjoyed this year’s Drive20 as

Year 7 students for 2021 and
their families.
This year, some of our student
leaders took the lead in
presenting information about
Endeavour’s culture to the
students and we thank them
for their energy and
enthusiasm. They are ne
ambassadors of the College.
The Welcome to High School
Evening marks the start of the
transition program for our
incoming Year 7s. Next time we

DriveIn20

it gave me an opportunity to

The process to Drive20 was

di erent ways. It was fun

really fun studying about
something you were interested
in and learning about another
culture but the buildup to the
DriveIn was a little scary. At the
event, it was nerve racking but
very fun seeing people enjoy
themselves at the event. Dylan Dao

express my interests in
engaging with the Year 7 and 8
students at the exhibition. Tammy Huynh
The Year 9 exhibition that is,
‘DriveIn20’, revved Endeavour
College up on Friday 18
September. The Year 9s
showed passion, purpose and
courage and they showcased
their amazing work, a
culmination of their learning in

/

and EALD classes during Term
3. Drive20 is a unique project
where students have the
opportunity to tune into their
passions, develop a skill,
develop an inquiry and see it
through the lens of another
language and culture.

DriveIn20 Student
Re ection
Drive 20 was an exciting and
awesome opportunity to test
whether or not we could drive
our own learning. Two things I
really enjoyed about the project

angles, Napier’s bones, and
many more. Many of the Year
7s learned new topics such as
shadows in Maths and the
calculators that people used
before electronic ones were
invented.

was obtaining information from
random (but quali ed)
strangers and the exhibition,
where I was able to share my

Student’s had agency over
their nal products and the
DriveIn20 exhibition was
vibrant, diverse and very

newly-found knowledge. In the
exhibition, we made stalls and
presented our learning in our
own, captivating ways.

engaging. The Year 7 and 8
students were captivated by

The activities taught us that

the Year 9s exhibits ranging

Maths is everywhere, no matter

from anime drawing displays,
the debut of a music band,
traditional Japanese cuisine,
ight simulation, German
movie snacks, German hiking
gadgets and ttingly, a Porsche
on display. The Year 9s should
be extremely proud of their
e orts. We look forward to
seeing what Drive21 brings.

Kirsty Hansen
Languages Learning Leader

Some examples of stalls were
(car/ ight) simulators, swordghting and baked goods.
Overall, it was an excellent
experience and I’m very glad I
took this opportunity.

Jesse Isaac
Year 9 Student

World of Maths
Incursion

where you look. The activities
will surely help us with our
understanding of Maths in the
real world as we continue on
the journey to become young
adults. All of the Year 7s had a
great time doing these and we
hope we have more
incursions/excursions to
experience!

Daneron Marshal
Year 7 Student

Last Friday the Year 7s had the
privilege to experience the
World of Maths incursion. We
had to put our problem-solving
skills to the test with di erent

/

Year 7 Food
Technology:
Chocolate
Croissants

Cathy Willsmore
Food Technology Learning
Leader

The Year 7 Food Technology
class made beautiful croissants
this week, showcasing their
presentation and baking skills.
Awesome work Year 7s!

/

Senior Years
their appreciation of everyone’s

Senior Drama
Production - Lord of
the Flies

support during this period of
time and the shows
themselves, as well as a school

As Lord of the Flies 2020

that endorses a subject to help

Senior Production was

students think creatively,

concluded, there were many

critically and independently in

emotions of pride, sadness and

an abstract and new

accomplishment felt among

experience each year. We

the class. The experience of

would like to thank all of our

this production was very new

teachers, family and friends for

for everyone, with the

their support and to Mr

challenge of doing an already

Richards for this awesome

known playwright. The external

experience we will never

environment of the world

forget!

challenged the students to stay
motivated despite the
possibility of not being able to
have an audience. Gratefully,
the cast was granted a smaller
audience than usual, which
added to the excitement of the
show.

The Year 11 and 12 Drama
class grew immensely as
actors, people, and friends

Isabelle Sando and Tahlia
Eddy
Drama Leaders

throughout the 8 weeks of
committing themselves to
rehearsals, learning lines,
choreography and developing
their characters. These
students continue to express

/

Outdoor Education
Camp
On Monday 14th September,
13 students along with Miss
Facchin, Mr Crook and Mr
Kropf set o on a 3 day
camping expedition to
Onkaparinga River National
Park. Over the 3 days, students
were challenged out of the
comfort zones and pushed to
their limits during rock

We were blessed with
sunshine, blue skies and clear
starry nights over the three
days. Teamwork, perseverance
and courage were the strong
themes demonstrated
throughout the expedition,
making it a rewarding and
enjoyable experience for all.

Rachael Facchin
Outdoor Education Teacher

climbing, abseiling,
orienteering, mountain biking
and hiking activities. This camp
provided students the
opportunity to prepare and
cook their own meals on
Trangia cooking stoves,
assemble and sleep in a tent
and demonstrate leadership
skills within a group setting.

Year 10 Food
Technology: Food
Trucks
The Year 10 Food Technology
students have been working on
creating their own Food Truck
business in the past few weeks.
Their brief was to choose a
type of cuisine suitable to serve
in a Food Truck, invent a name
for their business, and then
produce a signature dish

This is the result. Beautiful,
healthy, yummy food truck
dishes!

Cathy Willsmore
Food Technology Learning
Leader

suitable for this business.

/

Sport News
PE Week
Throughout week 10, we
commenced PE week which
provided an opportunity to
celebrate sport within our
Endeavour community.
Throughout the week students
participated in a range of sport
related activities including Just

The week culminated with a

Dance in the mall, Zumba and

non-uniform day where

stretching classes run by Miss

students were encouraged to

Gray and Mrs Adolphi and PE

dress as their favorite athletes.

week quiz.

Even with the unexpected
weather conditions which
posed challenges to the
structure of the week, students
The annual sta verse
student’s netball and volleyball
games put the Year 12
students’ abilities to the test
with an end result of students
taking out the netball and sta
supposedly winning volleyball.

across all year levels were still
able to get involved and it was
great to see so many
enthusiastic participants.

Katie Bowler and Daniel
Radolovic
Sport Leaders

/

Weekly Vista Sport –
Netball

Year 7/8 Girls Soccer

This term two year 8/9 girls

building up to the Year 7/8

netball teams were selected

Girls’ SACSA Soccer Carnival

and nominated to play in the

on 16th September, the girls

weekly North Eastern Vista

played some excellent soccer

competition played on Tuesday

and did Endeavour proud. At

against others schools; Golden

the end of the round robin

Grove, Para eld Gardens and

phase, the girls’ team was at

Modbury. Both teams had

the top of the ladder with two

competitive matches every

wins, two draws, and one loss.

week and improved

Kaitlyn and Angelina both

considerably as the term went

scored 2 goals each and

on.

Charlie scored 1.

After an intensive pre-season

Year 9/10 Girls
Soccer
Whilst most Endeavour
students were ‘glamming’ it up
at school for Photo Day a
committed group of 14 girls
boarded the bus for the annual
Year 9-10 Soccer Carnival at
West Beach. A couple of late
inclusions added some
strength to our numbers and
we started the day with a
strong win in our rst game.
Our success continued into
game 2 and we continued to
play well all day, drawing some

Miss Facchin and Miss Dutton

matches and were unlucky to

were very proud of the great

lose a couple of games by a

behaviour and manners

single goal! We nished in 6th

displayed by both teams
towards their opposition.
Endeavour Blue nished 3rd
and Endeavour Yellow nished
4th. Thank you to Briarn Dixon
for assisting to coach and
Paige Manning, Grace
Gregurev, Madison Clark, Lily
Fountain , Amber Eckermann,
Alicia Botten and Andrea
Campbell for umpiring our

They worked very hard to
maintain pressure on their
opponents while showing
grace in the face of some
interesting refereeing. In the

place and were proud of our
e orts as most of the girls only
had experience playing Soccer
in PE lessons at school.

semi- nal against Tyndale SE,
the girls fought valiantly but
went down 1-0. They put it all
on the line one more time but
sadly went down to Temple 1-0
for a nal position of 4th out of

games.

6. The girls had a great day

Lauren Dutton
Coach

good grace.

playing in good spirits and in

Kylie Urlichs
Coach

Our forward line was well led
by Jessica Pegoli who scored 4
great goals during our
matches, dazzling the
opposition with some fancy

/

the back lines, Isabella

strong soccer early in the

Mara oti provide a strong

carnival, nishing 2nd in their

defence and assisted our less

pool, only conceding 1 goal

experienced players in nding

after our rst 4 games.

their correct positioning. She
was well support by rookie
goalkeeper Elizabeth Bolo, who

The team had been training for

made her debut in goals on the

a number of weeks and was

day. Elizabeth proved to be

feeling well prepared for a day

courageous and skilful,

of battle on the Soccer eld. At

preventing many opposition
goal scoring opportunities. All
other players contributed
throughout the games showing
determination and
commitment. We are hopeful of
keeping many of our players for
next year’s team where we are
determined to nish in a top 4
position. Thanks to the Year 10
boys who assisted with
linesmen duties during our
games.

Annie Fitridge
Coach

After narrowly losing their
semi- nal, Endeavour played
Kings Baptist for 3rd position,
resulting in a 2-2 draw. The
spirit, attitude and
sportsmanship displayed
throughout the day was
incredible by the team.

Wayne Slattery
Coach

Our Year 9/10 SACSA Soccer
team had a great day during
our recent carnival. Playing
against strong opposition,
Endeavour played some very

games Endeavour was
undefeated, with wins over
Prescott, Emmaus, Portside
and Kings with a draw against
Temple Mile End. We then met
Temple Paralowie in the Semi
Final and defeated them 2-0.
This left us with the Final
against Tyndale. After a full day
of games, the boys were valiant
in defeat against Tyndale,
going down 3-0 in a heated and

Year 11/12 Boys
Soccer
On Friday 18 September the

Year 9/10 Boys
Soccer

the end of the 5 minor round

Year 11-12 Boys Soccer team
participated in the Open Boys
SACSA Soccer carnival at West
Beach.

passionate display, giving us
the Runners Up position
overall. As a coach I was very
proud of the e orts each
member of the team displayed
on the day, they played with
energy, passion and good
sportsmanship. Next year we
will get the top spot!

Ben Crook
Coach

/

Notices
College Open Day
College Open Day will be held
Thursday 12 November 9am11am. Please register your
interest via our website.

O ce Holiday
Opening Hours
Holidays
Monday 28 September - Friday
9 October
O ce Open
Monday-Friday 9:00am12:00pm

/

